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Spiritual healing has been a cornerstone of Christian belief from its beginnings, although there

are various interpretations of what exactly it is and how it happens. To address these

questions, the contributors to this volume come together to examine spiritual healing from a

number of disciplinary perspectives. How can such healing be explained through a scientific or

medical lens? What do biblical and historical instantiations of it tell us today? And how are we

to think of it as anthropologists, philosophers, or theologians? Finally, what does all this mean

for those seeking spiritual healing for themselves, or pastors walking alongside the

afflicted? Deftly edited by theologian Sarah Coakley, Spiritual Healing offers a composite

narrative that investigates the many intermingled factors at work in this intriguing phenomenon.

The result is a human story as much as it is a theological one, satisfying discerning believers

and skeptics alike in its rigorous pursuit of truth and meaning.
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MeaningSarah CoakleyThe Scope of This BookThis is a book about spiritual healing, its

significance in today’s medical and cultural worlds, its understanding in scientific terms, and its

meaning and explanation in theological categories. It will be of equal interest to the general

reading public and to specialists whose disciplines are utilized in it. After all, no one in this life

escapes the threat of illness, distress, disease, and ultimately death; the elusive prospect of

healing, from whatever ails one, therefore has a certain timeless and universal allure.The

scope of this book is thus both ambitious, in interdisciplinary terms, and yet also intentionally

focused, in what it sets out to explore and clarify. Its main interest is in how meaning-ascription

and interpretation of healing events provide a crucial underlying fulcrum for the efficacy of

healing. But this is not, as we shall see, the same thing as reducing healing to wish-fulfillment,

let alone to self-delusion; even at the level of brain-event, it can now be shown

neuroscientifically that interpretation plays a key role in the experience of pain and illness, and

thus also in the alleviation or transformation of these states.1 Sometimes phenomena such as

these are clustered under the rather flexible and contested category of placebo;2 but as the

essays in this book will demonstrate, this is by no means always the case, nor need it be. All

experiences of disease and healing come with meanings attached; the interesting thing is what

shifts those meanings and with what effect.A distinct, but obviously related, issue is under what

conditions it is rational to ascribe a healing to some metaphysical force beyond the realm open

to investigation by empirical science and medicine.3 Here perforce we enter the speculative

fields of philosophy, philosophy of science, and theology. But as this volume will also



demonstrate, there is a great variety of philosophical and theological models available for

thinking about resolutions of illness or disease that appear not to accord with medical

expectation, and not all of them are explicitly theistic. When they are theistic, much then

depends—in seeking to provide a fuller theological account of them—on exactly how the

relation between God and the world is construed.4 In the course of the essays that unfold here,

a number of different ways of thinking about natural and supernatural healings will be

discussed, rendering questionable the assumption made by many contemporary scientists that

the only theological alternative to a medically explicable healing event is a purported act of

God that explicitly defies and flouts modern scientific presumptions altogether.5 Indeed, not

only is this disjunctive alternative an unnecessary one scientifically; it is also one that may not

represent the most subtle theological option on offer either. I shall return to a more substantial

discussion of this theological issue in a later section of this introduction; but suffice it here to

note in anticipation that the various choices to be made in explaining spiritual healing lead not

only, and inexorably, into metaphysical reflection of various sorts but also into important areas

of spiritual and moral discernment: assessing the spiritual significance and ethical import of

healings is not an optional addendum to the issues discussed here but often a key factor in an

evaluation of their wider cultural or religious importance.What Is Spiritual Healing? A Semantic

ClarificationWe cannot proceed further in this introduction to the book’s aims and goals,

however, without a somewhat chastening semantic clarification of what spiritual healing

connotes and how the authors in this volume have been required to specify their task in

illuminating it. Perhaps it will be clear from what I have written already that at least one crucial

ambiguity in the use of the term spiritual healing is unavoidable but needs careful comment

nonetheless.The term spiritual healing, that is, may simply refer, first, to any healing that is not

strictly physical, that is, which relates to the psychic, or non-somatic, or spiritual elements of

the self. On this definition, it is the locus of the healing that is being described as spiritual. Of

course it need not follow on this definition that the body is not also affected in any such healing

(indeed the apparently intrinsic unity of the psychosomatic self makes it likely that there will

also be at least some somatic effect);6 but the point here is that the primary focus of interest

lies in the psychic or spiritual event of healing in the self. A number of the essayists in this book

focus almost entirely on this first rendition of spiritual healing.7 They do so because they do not

themselves wish to speculate theologically or perhaps do not regard themselves as competent

to do so; but they nonetheless think that there are plenty of illuminating things to say about

spiritual healings, qua human events. There are usually also correlative things to say about

how these human events have social location and meaning as well; in these contexts, one may

then speak of the spiritual dimensions of healing.A second rendition of spiritual healing, in

contrast, refers to a healing that is effected directly by God (or by other purported spiritual

forces), or by God assisted by human others, secondarily and cooperatively. On this definition,

it is the source of the healing event that is being described as spiritual (that is, God or the

divine). It will be clear immediately that these two meanings of spiritual healing are not mutually

exclusive (although one refers to the locus, and the other to the source, as spiritual): where the

latter is at stake, the former will almost always be involved as well. But it is important again to

note that the former may be discussed on its own—and with considerable intellectual profit—

without any specific presumptions being made about the latter. The interest then comes in

bringing these discussions together, as is attempted in this book; but the initial distinction

remains vital.One of the reasons why it is hard to keep these different definitions strictly

distinct, however, is that the related noun spirituality—now so popular and so widely and

ambiguously used—drops a pall of confusion, even mystification, on the whole matter and thus



makes it difficult ab initio to maintain clarity about what might be involved in a spiritual healing.

A word of caution about this term, too, is therefore necessary at this point, even though it is not

much utilized in this book.8The noun spirituality is a relatively modern one, in contrast to the

adjective spiritual (pneumatikos in Greek), which is used very commonly in the New Testament

and earliest Christianity, and especially by Paul, to refer to the effects of the Holy Spirit on all

Christians in virtue of their baptism.9 Once the word started to be used regularly as a noun

(much later, roughly from the Catholic Counter-Reformation period on),10 it came to garner the

specific technical associations of ascetical theology, that is, that branch of theology that treats

not of doctrine per se but of the theory and practice of prayer, meditation, contemplation, and

accompanying practices of fasting, penitence, self-denial, and so on. In the contemporary

period in the West, however, and particularly in popular parlance, the term spirituality has now

come to accrue a bewildering array of meanings stretched well beyond this earlier ascetical

and intra-Christian connotation. Indeed, an attraction to spirituality is often now understood to

connote a primary interest in something only to be found in satisfactory form outside the

churches: in types of spiritual practice, potentially elevated internal states, or other forms of

psychic transformation sought specifically out of relation to institutionalized religion (as in the

commonly cited tag, “I prefer spirituality, not religion”).11 For adherents to such a position, one

of its attractions may be a release beyond any one particular religious tradition, or an eclectic

use of several—perhaps with the hope that this will enable a transformative self-cultivation, an

escape not only from religious authoritarianism but also from the corrosive effects of daily

stress. Under these conditions, however, it may be particularly hard to clarify what, if any,

specific metaphysical assertions are being made about the realm of spirituality, so-called—

hence the potential blurring of the important distinction on the different meanings of spiritual

healing, just explicated. Moreover, as one contributor to this volume opines in particular, there

may also be a concomitant danger of what he calls “spookiness,” that is, the appeal to a vague

sense of transcendence that is not only devoid of any clear point of metaphysical reference but

also comes without any obvious means of moral discernment of different states associated

with the spiritual.12 These points may seem, to some readers, unnecessarily harsh comments

on the movements of spirituality now so popular, pervasive, and indeed influential in the

contemporary West; but for the meantime, without prejudging the cultural significance of such

new trends in general, it is simply to be noted that our task in this volume is to be as clear as

possible about the reference and meaning of spiritual healing and to adjudicate with some

exactitude the scientific, medical, metaphysical, and moral claims implied. The book will thus

be read with as much profit by those engaged in forms of New Age spiritual practices as by

those interested in more classical forms of religion.13A final point of semantic clarification that

needs to be made at the opening of this book relates to our other key term, healing. For this,

too, is a multivalent notion; and perhaps the first and most important point of clarification here

is that a healing may not necessarily connote a physical cure (although, of course, it can). But

even a dying person can be healed in a significant sense relating to his or her psychic life, past

experiences, or relationships with others, and this in turn may manifest itself in certain physical,

albeit short-term, ameliorations of symptoms. Moreover, and cutting across this first distinction,

healing may in some cases occur almost instantaneously and suddenly, or, rather differently, as

part of a process of gradual transformation. And, finally, the locus of the ailment (and

accompanying healing) may once again be varied: a specific bodily affliction, a mental illness,

the effects of past abuse, a problem of unrepented sin, or a transindividual state of disorder

(whether social, political, or institutional). One of the deeper complexities of healing, of course,

is that these problems are often confusingly—and indeed unconsciously—intertwined. As we



shall see, this gives extra significance to the problem of reordered meaning and narrative in the

phenomenon of healing.Cultural Contradictions and Spiritual HealingOur discussion of the

semantic complexity of the meaning of spiritual healing relates no less to its multifarious

cultural significances in the postmodern West. Indeed, this study has been conducted at a time

of marked “cultural contradiction” over matters of medicine and religion;14 and this strange

cultural phenomenon also seems to demand our critical attention at the outset of this book. As

so often, a frisson of excitement and interest turns out to arise from deeply ambiguous

roots.On the one hand, one might say that Western biomedicine has never been more

intellectually powerful, more confident in its technical advances, or more implicated in global

patterns of economic privilege. On the other hand, perhaps never since the Enlightenment has

there been such a huge—indeed, almost unchartable—explosion of alternative or

complementary therapies, health regimes, spiritual practices, healing arts, fascination with the

occult, and rampant religious eclecticism. It is as if the stern rigor and technicality of biomedical

practice (its very touchstone of success) is nonetheless failing the human spirit at some basic

points of need: for narrative meaning, for attention, for care, for the lure of the transcendent

(however construed), and for the healing of soul as well as cure of body. Although in the United

States the poor and marginalized, perforce, have little access (through underinsurance, or lack

of it altogether) to the benefits of advanced biomedical technique, we should not make the

mistake of presuming that alternative therapies are necessarily cheap. They too are subject to

the notable postmodern phenomenon of the commodification of desire; and, perhaps more

worryingly, they can also be inviting of undiscerning and gullible multiple-usage. Quackery—the

medical skeptics say—has been rebaptized as complementary medicine; but this is an obvious

oversimplification of a complex situation, in which dangerous and ignorant cranks may well be

practicing alongside the most superb and highly trained experts in (say) historic Chinese

acupuncture, whose efficacy and theoretic significance is not generally in doubt.15 It is

estimated that, overall, North Americans already spend at least a third as much money on

alternative therapies as they do on their biomedical megalith; yet the latter has never before

served so few, so expensively—albeit so masterfully.16To revert then to our earlier discussion

of spirituality and its ambiguities, the situation of cultural contradiction we are now describing

has parallel paradoxical dimensions: technical mastery versus eclectic gullibility; rich patients

versus poor; secularism versus multiple New Age spiritualities; reductive physicalism versus

resurgent dogmatic beliefs in the soul and the transcendent (from a variety of religious

traditions): these disjuncts sit astride each other in postmodern North American society in

endless varieties of conjunction, often coexisting confusingly in just one patient, family, or

hospital. And well-established religious practitioners, too, are equally affected by these

paradoxes, as becomes particularly clear in conditions of crisis in hospital.17In this Western

cultural context, then—not just in any context, I suggest—the notion of spiritual healing takes

on new and peculiar allure. For somehow it promises what even the rich cannot buy and what

even the biomedical megalith cannot explain: that pearl of great price—the healthy, whole, and

perfected self. Yet even to summon that notion is immediately to highlight perhaps the greatest

contemporary cultural contradiction of all, and not one that merely affects the realm of

medicine and religion. For has not postmodern philosophy seen off the self, and has not

neuroscience definitively reasserted the superior explanatory power of reductive physicalism?

18 Has not the body (that great obsession of the late twentieth century) finally replaced the

elusive soul, and has not the notable American denial of death triumphed over individual

eschatological hope?19 Odd, then, that the language of soul/body should die so hard culturally

in the West, and that the notable striving for wholeness (a term of unexplained, but seemingly



mantric, power) should almost always be linked to the rhetoric of a mind/body dualism. As I

have written elsewhere, it is as if the disappearing smile of a Cartesian Cheshire cat still

hovers over our Western obsessions with longevity, fitness, sexual performance, slimness—

and healing. Can we still hope, perhaps, to orchestrate these bodily events from this other,

remaining, site of control?20 Yet the individualism of this Cartesian tradition is also in crisis just

as it refuses to die: Why else should manifold corporate healing rituals spring up (many

influenced by the Christian charismatic movement) to reassert the power of the divine, the

communal and the transindividual, just at the same time as the verb to heal, strangely, has

become an individualistic, intransitive one in popular psychobabble? “You must heal” has

become a psychic demand, even for the lonely isolate. But that demand, too, comes with an

implied moral narrative curiously hidden within it—in this case, a call to action, control, and self-

improvement.When Religion Enters the Medical Field of Healing: Some Caveats and

ChallengesIn this confused cultural context, it is barely surprising that religious narratives can

often wend their way, almost by default, into the arena of spiritual healing, and in equally

various and contestable ways. Some theoretical smoke also needs to be cleared here, then,

and some means of discernment achieved, before we attack the more substantial doctrinal

issue of explicitly theological explanatory models for healing events.And here I must declare

my own editorial hand. Despite—and one might say in the face of—the confusing cultural

contradictions I have now outlined, and the profound difficulties of definition already faced, it

seems to me that we currently confront an extraordinary transformation of consciousness in

Western biomedical practice and research, which leaves ample room for new considerations of

the significant place of religious narrative in relation to science (and specifically to medical

science), where our disputed topic of spiritual healing is concerned.21 But the huge danger at

this point is to lurch too quickly to the gullible or superstitious end of the cultural spectrum, thus

reinviting the scorn of the medical and philosophical guilds; whereas precisely what is needed

is the most careful, sophisticated, and intellectually acute analysis—scientifically,

philosophically, and religiously. It is this, I suggest, that must precede any otherwise hasty

recourse to normative theological claims.A number of particular arenas of healing that have

attracted recent public discussion are revealing here, and—as we shall see—they are

connected in their theoretic challenges. What conjoins these examples is some sort of attempt

to introduce religious meaning systems into the biomedical realm of explanatory endeavor.

What disjoins them is the extent to which the biomedical world has yet developed the theoretic

religious insights to adjudicate what is at stake in terms of the implied truth claims and their

veridicality; and here the contribution of medical anthropology (with its capacity to describe and

assess the thick description of a healing event in context) may provide a particularly important

exploratory bridge between the realm of medicine itself and any fully developed theological

account of what may be happening.The first task, then, would seem to be establishing that

biomedicine itself has now arrived at a point where questions of spiritual healing (initially in the

human spiritual sense, sketched above) are at least being broached. Several contributors to

this volume are particularly well qualified to comment on different dimensions of these

questions. Let us here draw attention to them in anticipation.First, as already intimated above,

recent developments in the neuroscientific investigation of pain suggest a new possible

interface between top-down religious meaning systems and bottom-up neuroscientific

explanations.22 Once it is acknowledged that the neural pathways conveying messages of

local physical trauma to the brain in a pain experience never operate in isolation from different

neural pathways that interpret that pain (and indeed that the latter pathways can be artificially

provoked to induce an intense experience of so-called nonexistent physical pain),23 then we



see how hermeneutics is becoming a new, key arena of mediation between neuroscience and

the interpretative arts: philosophy, literature, and religion, among others. In other words,

interpretation of pain can no longer be seen as an arbitrary additum (this is a misplaced, neo-

Kantian disjunction), but rather something intrinsic both to our physiological experiences and to

our scientific explanations—a bridge between physicalist explanation and lived experience.24

More than one of our contributors note that this discovery might have spiraling effects for the

broader area of mental health, in which religious meanings tend to have been dismissed as

pathological by secular psychiatry’s approach to psychosis.25 The challenge, however, is not

to announce on this basis, prematurely, the resistant necessity of the full-blown theological

trope as a means of explanation; but rather, and more cautiously, it is to investigate the rich

range of hermeneutical responses that an experience of pain or illness, whether physical or

psychic, may produce, and how modifications to that pain may therefore potentially be effected

without the use of explicitly medical interventions.26Closely related to this finding is the huge,

and mysterious, field of placebo research, also already mentioned at the outset of this

introduction. A blanket term that currently may be used to cover inert doses in medical trials (its

technical meaning), at one end of the spectrum, and spiritual healings (in either of the senses

outlined above), at the other, its fascinations clearly lie in investigating the areas of trust,

meaning, expectation, and hope in clinical well-being, and the extraordinary power of positive

or sympathetic interpretation for the experience of illness (including that of belief in religious

meaning systems). Placebo research therefore clearly admits the possibility of medically

transformative religious commitments;27 but it also includes under its encompassing skirts the

importance for the sufferer of the kind of attention and empathy given to him or her by the

medical practitioner. And this too may involve an authentic willingness (or otherwise) of the

practitioner to entertain the clinical importance of religious narratives of explanation—or at

least of trusting submission to divine mystery—for the patient. Indeed, it has been

hypothesized of late that the extraordinary success and cultural attraction of so-called

complementary and alternative medicines may reside at least partly in the amount of time and

sympathetic attention that the practitioner provides for the patient in these contexts, in contrast

to what tends to be the case in standard biomedical practice.28Further, in cases such as yoga

or acupuncture treatment where the original context of the practice (India or China) was

specifically religious and philosophical in its theory and assumptions, there is yet another

reason why treatment may be infused with religious paradigms and meanings. The subtle body,

after all, is one that Western biomedicine does not even entertain; but that does not mean that

it does not exist. Again, textured, discerning accounts both of medical theory and of patient

experience are what are at stake in the further investigation of the efficacy of classic Eastern

alternative therapies.29So it does seem that at various levels of important current medical

investigation of the experience of illness, religious narratives have a legitimate place and

demand theoretic attention. In short, there is manifestly room for sophisticated discussion of

religious meaning systems in certain kinds of medical research, as outlined here. But, second,

and in contrast, there are at the same time profound theoretic dangers in developing these

areas of research in ways that are tainted by (occluded) reductive scientistic presumptions, on

the one hand, or by forms of theological naivete, on the other. Let me explain further.This other

side to the contested arena of medical healing and its relation to religion often reveals well-

meaning attempts to demonstrate the importance of their relation while failing to realize the

theoretic complexity of their interface. Indeed, still perhaps implicitly in thrall to the simplistic

combat view of medical science and religion, medical practitioners may set up research

agendas riddled with questionable assumptions, both scientific and theological. Two



controversial and much-discussed examples may perhaps suffice to substantiate this thesis;

what both demonstrate, as we shall see, is that a failure to attend to the thick description of the

experience of sickness and healing from the perspective of the patient skews the protocol of

such experiments from the outset. And this problem is only exacerbated if it is accompanied by

a crude assumption about the possibility of demarcating a demonstrable act of God by merely

statistical investigations of a complex medical scenario. Conversely, there are different sorts of

problems if classic religious practices (which come front-loaded in their original contexts with

deep—and often demanding—narratives of life, death, and transformative suffering) are

reduced to a generic, secularized medical format designed for the mere alleviation of physical

anxiety and discomfort. These two sets of problems may thus be seen as ironic mutual

inversions: the first misleadingly elevates the possibility of theological meaning in a medical

context, and the second dilutes it. But in neither case is the religious and theological complexity

of the material at stake properly understood, nor is the wide diversity of patient experience—

religious or otherwise—sufficiently reflected upon.30In this volume, the first problem outlined

here is discussed at some length by Anne Harrington (a historian and philosopher of science)

in her incisive critique of a number of medical investigations on the force of intercessory prayer.

As a theologian, however, I find it worth supplementing Harrington’s account in advance by

reference to an illuminating survey article on investigations of this sort, which already appeared

in The American Psychologist in 2003.31 What is troubling to the theologian, first, about the

studies surveyed in this article is that religion is often assumed here (seemingly on principles

derived from the work of William James) to be primarily about the affective, the internal, the

noninstitutional, or nondogmatic; and hence some strain is evidenced when investigators admit

that their subjects are often already fully embedded in religious institutions and their

accompanying doctrinal commitments.32 Spirituality, connectedly, appears to be an even more

wafting category for the investigators, sometimes perceived quite naively as a sort of private

religious high.33 While some of these assumptions seemingly hold, also, for the psychologists

conducting the relevant research, it is far from clear that the same applies to those being

investigated, many of them being highly institutionalized Christian churchgoers with very firm

doctrinal beliefs. So the protocols for the investigations appear to be distorted from the outset

by the investigators’ own presumptions. Again, the scientific assumption of most of the tests

seems to be that belief, as such, has negligible intellectual—let alone neurological or

psychological—significance; whereas blind testings of intercessory prayer, in contrast, can fall

back on an almost magical understanding of transindividual efficacy, with absolutely no

theological account given of the workings of intercession or cooperative grace, of the variables

of personal openness of intercessors to divine action, of their own spiritual integrity, belief, and

practices, and so on. Further, and finally, the extraordinarily crass assumption of many of the

reported trials surveyed by Miller and Thorsen is that “living longer” is the prime sign of

intercessory success.34 In the light of our complex account of meanings of spiritual healing

(above), we may well question whether this is a sufficiently nuanced criterion of actual healing.

We can only conclude that such trials on the relation of spirituality and health, while capable of

raising some intriguing open questions, hardly scrape the surface either of the theological or

scientific intricacies involved; in particular, the rich hermeneutical approaches of both the pray-

ers and the prayees are deliberately suppressed. The reduction of intercession to a

commodified slot-machine model in some prayer studies, combined with what Harrington calls

the “eliminative logic” of a straightforward choice between medical efficacy and divine action,35

beggars the theological imagination, as well as offending, ironically, the sensibilities of the

resistant medical secularist. Neither side is satisfied, and with reason.36Our second, and



inverse, example (where the interface between religion and medical science involves what I

have called a diluted account of the theological, rather than seeking a pure form of it in

manifest divine action) is perhaps less obviously problematic to medical practice, but it still

raises many unanswered questions for those interested in the workings of spiritual healing. Our

example here would be Herbert Benson’s much-publicized work at Harvard on the mind-body

relation and the physiological benefits of the “relaxation response,” a simple form of meditation

learned by patients to alleviate symptoms of fear and discomfort during medical protocols.37

Criticized dismissively over the years by both doctors and religionists, Benson has bravely

endured the scorn with good-natured equanimity, and one can but admire his persistence; for

there is no doubt of the clinical efficacy of taught meditative practice for most patients

confronting pain and anxiety in treatments for cancer and other life-threatening ailments. But

the criticisms do also have point. For if meditation is reduced to a “relaxation response” and the

faith factor generalized as some interchangeable additum that remains curiously unanalyzed

and homogenized, the scientific guild may well wonder at the rigor of the analysis, just as the

religionist or theologian will baulk at the reductivism of theological understanding involved.

There is little cognizance here of the way in which different metaphysical commitments and

beliefs will profoundly affect the tone (not to speak of the neurological correlates) of the

practices involved; nor is there the least hint of the possibility that deep and prolonged

meditation (or contemplation, as silent attention to God is termed in the Christian tradition) may

over time bring as much spiritual pain as it dispels—though of a transformed and transforming

nature.38 The point is that investigation of these complexities (which are integral to the

traditions of religious practice involved) again demands diachronic narrative and

“hermeneutical” explication; these are not mere physiological functions but meaning-infused

practices held through a lifetime of personal transformation. Any set of scientific explorations

that fails to take account of these complexities is therefore not scientific at all, let alone

religiously or theologically profound; it is, we might say, but a superficial scan of the religiously

immature.The Texture of Theological Accounts of Spiritual HealingI have allowed myself some

harsh comments in the foregoing section about misbegotten attempts to capture the divine in

the nexus of medical investigation, or—contrariwise—to disguise it in some conveniently

secularized form for pragmatic, therapeutic purposes. In both these cases, it has become clear

that the transition to the theological from the medical in questions of spiritual healing should be

seen as a complex and subtle matter, much richer and stranger indeed than is commonly

understood. At least two lessons, I suggest, emerge from this discussion. The first is that an

attentive, sensitive anthropological account of spiritual healing (even though, qua secular social

science, it necessarily stops short of full-blown theological assessment) provides us with a

narrative bridge between the disciplines of science and theology from which the next step to

sophisticated metaphysical speculation and discussion may best take off; for to ignore the thick

description of healing of any sort is to hypothesize vainly, in both medicine and theology.39 The

second lesson, as we shall now discuss, is that the further move to explicitly philosophical and

theological reflection about spiritual healing (including theorizing about the nature of the mind/

body relation and about purported divine actions and their intersection with the world) is one

that itself has no uncontestable status: the debate is necessarily an open one. And that applies

to secularists and skeptics as much as it does to religious believers. For even those who aver

that they have “no need for that [divine] hypothesis” have already made a metaphysical choice

in favor of naturalism, one that is itself open to debate.40 The important question, then, is how

to adjudicate between the great variety of metaphysical choices on offer.It falls to Philip Clayton

in this volume (chapter 7) to provide a succinct, pointed, and wide-ranging account of how



metaphysical issues impinge on the topic of spiritual healing, and of which philosophical and

theological models might best attract our attention and respect. Moreover, his contribution

follows on from two instructive historical accounts earlier in the book of how we got to this

particular metaphysical debate about spiritual healing in the modern and late modern periods.

Thus, Emma Anderson’s discussion (chapter 2) of Marian apparitions in the late nineteenth

century in France highlights how the Roman Catholic authorities’ response to them ultimately

took on the challenge to claim to vindicate their miraculous authenticity, specifically utilizing

modern philosophical and medical categories in order to show that, in these cases, they could

not apply; whereas, rather differently, but in parallel development, the emergence of Christian

Science in New England (and the explosion of other forms of Protestant faith healing at a

similar period) manifested—as Heather Curtis shows in chapter 3—an equally modern desire

to highlight the demonstrable importance of the moral, the affective, and the hortatory in

explaining the efficacy and fruits of spiritual healing.Clayton’s account of the proper relation (as

he sees it) of science, philosophy, and theology to spiritual healing in some ways recapitulates

and clarifies these earlier nineteenth-century responses. Like the Protestant healers discussed

by Curtis, Clayton prefers to restrict the realm of purported spiritual healings to that of the

human mind rather than to any interruptions of normal causal processes in the physical

body.41 But unlike the Roman magisterial approach to the miraculous, he avers that it is

altogether unwise to attribute to any divine action a status “separate from the world, such that it

would take a divine incursion into the world in order for God to be associated with inner-worldly

happenings.”42 This, he asserts, could only recapitulate the mistake characteristically made in

modernity, that of ranging science (or medicine) in straightforward combat with theological

claims. For that reason, he himself opts for an “emergentist” view of the human mind, and a

“panentheistic” account of divine and human relations: both these metaphysical options, as he

sees it, avoid the “eliminative logic” of a direct clash between science and theology. Clayton’s

overriding concern here is thus to defuse the modernistic war between science and theology,

while at the same time granting the methodological naturalism of science and social science an

initial priority over claims to divine intervention—as more obviously vindicated, he believes, by

empirical study.43 It follows that, for Clayton, metaphysical claims about mind and God can

stand only if they take a form that is finally justified by their success in providing the “inference

to the best explanation,” a criterion of truth that, as he points out, is applied just as

demandingly in secular philosophy of science.44Clayton’s refreshingly clear account of the

unavoidability of complex metaphysical debate in relation to claims for spiritual healing

seemingly makes no concessions, however, to those who might already hold prior theological

commitments when discerning the veridicality of such claims. Why is this? After all, there are a

number of well-honed approaches to the rationality of religious belief in contemporary

philosophy of religion that do not lean on the strong version of justification from empirical

evidences and metaphysical arguments favored by Clayton.45 Indeed, it has been a notable

feature of the nonfoundationalist turn in recent philosophy of religion to insist that belief in God

can itself be properly basic (rather as, for instance, our belief in the reliability of our senses is

properly basic) and not therefore subject to empirical verification or corroboration in the way

sought by Clayton’s model.46 The discerning reader will therefore notice that John Swinton’s

closing chapter in this volume, on healing and hermeneutics, does not make any attempt such

as Clayton’s to justify his (prior) belief in God as a God who heals; he simply assumes that

metaphysical hypothesis for the sake of his further explication of the crucial mediating

importance of the hermeneutical mode in the experience of those who are healed by

God.47This important divergence already evident in the theological offerings contained within



this volume is highly instructive for those interested in the rationality of the claims made for

spiritual healing in the strong, theological sense outlined earlier. For it now becomes clear that

a range of possible options confront the specialist in philosophy of religion and theology here,

all of them in principle defensible, but via different strategies; and the two we have already

noted may be supplemented by a third, which I now outline. Arguably this provides a

particularly effective fit with the cumulative picture of spiritual healing that builds in this book—

from neuroscience to social science to philosophy of religion and theology. And that is the

approach to divine action through intercessory prayer and other forms of human cooperation

with God’s providential purposes that in Western scholastic thought is termed secondary

causation. Let me explain further.In the thought of Thomas Aquinas, this theory of secondary

causation is predicated, most importantly, on a vision of divine primary causation as timelessly

sustaining the creation in being at every moment and thus providing the underlying matrix for

all human cooperation (qua secondary causation) with God’s salvific purposes.48 Since God’s

Being is perceived here as “pure act” (actus purus), nothing could be more misleading than the

picture often purveyed of Thomas’s view of God as somehow frozen and distant in his

timelessness. Moreover, this is a very different picture of the relation of God and the creation

from that suggested by Clayton when he objects to what he calls a “dualistic” idea of God as

“separate” from the world and thus as needing to make “incursions” into it (from elsewhere,

above?) in order to effect acts such as spiritual healing. (To this, his “panentheistic” alternative

is presented as a more palatable, convincing, and “immanentist” corrective.) The spatially

“separate” notion of the divine to which Clayton objects is indeed very hard to expunge from

the Western theistic religious consciousness, for obvious reasons of biblical precedent,49 and

perhaps especially since the modern period when the rise of secular science and philosophy

caused some believers to retreat—in reaction—to a deistic notion of God as only occasionally

interfering in the world’s workings, postcreation.But the point is that this very picture of spatial

separation is what has to be challenged at the outset if a different perception of what might be

happening in Christian spiritual healing is to be explicated and embraced according to the

scholastic theory of secondary causation. This is a perception, moreover, that is acutely alert to

the thick description of how intercessory prayer, restoration to religious community, and positive

narrative meaning-making converge in any event of such healing. Such, indeed, was the

distinctive nexus of Jesus’s own healings, as Beverly Gaventa outlines with such clarity in

chapter 1 of this volume. What the gospel healings repeatedly show, in fact, is that Jesus was

not simply committed to curing those who sought his healing but to restoring them to self-

respect and freedom from guilt and shame, and to reuniting them to a worshiping community

and wider society in which they, in turn, would have a future and positive role to play in

furthering God’s providential plans. In other words, healing is here not simply an extrinsic

supernatural intervention into natural events but has a deeper mystery to it in which

intercessors, friends, and other members of the body of Christ play their own distinctive and

secondary part as mediators and supporters in the ongoing process of healing.In the theology

of Thomas Aquinas, it is this (seemingly paradoxical but absolutely inseparable) juxtaposition

of the foundational divine Being and the dependent created order that undergirds Aquinas’s

vision of the relation of primary and secondary causation, in which God and the world are

never in competition for space. For on this view, God is precisely not another item in the

universe (a very big one, in the naive religious mind), who is forced to discern when, or when

not, to interfere in a cosmos that is already up and running independently of him. On the

contrary, God—if there is a God!—is by definition “that without which there would be nothing at

all,” that which already wills and loves and holds all created being in existence at all times. That



is not, of course, to say that God does not also act, specifically and sometimes purely or

miraculously in Aquinas’s sense,50 as well as in the continuing divine act of holding us always

in being; but it is to say that God’s acts, being God’s, are unlikely to be capable of being

itemized and boxed with the simplistic forms of identification that the recent scientific

“experiments” on healing have seemed to presume. As we have already noted, bad science

and questionable theology tend to go together.Moreover, this vision of the relation of God to

the world coheres closely in Aquinas’s thinking with his theory of what is happening in

Christian intercessory prayer, such as that offered in a healing service on behalf of others, but

also more generally in prayers of petition and intercession.51 To the obvious objection that, if

God is omniscient, omnipotent, and impassible, what possible difference or additum could

reside in the prayers of others for a suffering one, Thomas’s response is again founded in his

vision of the church as an extension of Christ’s “mystical body”: we do not change God’s mind

in praying for another, but we do participate thereby more deeply in the propulsion of Christ’s

suffering, death, and resurrection in our act of love and compassion for the suffering one.52 It

is for that reason that God wills us to pray for others and thereby also to participate more

deeply in Christ’s own salvific work at the level of “secondary causation.” There are, of course,

necessary and persistent reminders in Aquinas’s thought about the extent to which humans in

this life can fully grasp the mystery of divine providential purposes and our own cooperative

role in them; but it would be a mistake to deride Thomas’s negative theology, so-called, as

mere mystification. Rather, it is his own disciplined way of insisting that any speculation about

God is attended by a necessary stammering in the face of Being itself; even Thomas’s famous

arguments for God’s existence end with the reminder that the acknowledgment of the force of

these arguments must be held alongside the profound sensibility of his ultimate

unknowability.53To conclude, one of the important outcomes from these theological reflections

on healing, and the metaphysical choices presented to us in them, is that the matter of God’s

existence is unlikely to be settled by appeal to the evidence of purported spiritual healings

alone. Even Philip Clayton’s strong justificatory approach acknowledges that point, to the

extent that he rightly draws attention to major metaphysical debates and choices that must be

confronted in debates about healing, prior to any final adjudication of the best explanation of

such events. The decision for or against the rationality of religious belief, therefore, is a matter

that at some point will probably engage the issue of healing; but to make purported healings

bear the full load of such an assent would be to risk turning them into what the Gospel of John

(at points disparagingly) calls “signs.”54 The point here, to repeat, is that an authentic Christian

healing is not one that merely effects an extrinsic cure (although that may well also be the

case) but one that has wider spiritual and moral effects of transformation, for the healers as

well as the one healed.55Spiritual Healing in Pastoral PerspectiveWhat follows, then, from our

theological discussion of metaphysical options in the explanation of spiritual healing is a final,

and crowning, reflection on how the nexus of interdisciplinary insights gathered in this volume

might play out in pastoral practice.Especially since the charismatic renewal in the latter part of

the twentieth century, expectations of spiritual healing in Christian circles have both

dramatically reintensified and yet also gradually become more routinized, according to

ecclesiastical context.56 The more dramatic forms of healing described by Thomas Csordas

(chapter 9) continue, of course, in charismatic and Pentecostal circles worldwide; but practices

of this sort are also now commonly found in quieter and more formalized healing rituals in most

mainline Christian denominations in the West. Such, indeed, has been the remarkable long-

term cultural and ecclesiastical impact of the earlier charismatic renewal, that spiritual healing

in some form or another is now an expectation rather than an exception in both Protestant and



Catholic churches. I am assuming that at least some of the readers of this book will be

ministers and laity engaged in such parish practices of healing; and my sincere hope is that

this volume will assist them in thinking through the complex intersection of scientific, medical,

philosophical, and theological issues that these undertakings necessarily represent.The

theological and pastoral danger in the current popularity of such rituals across the

denominations, however, is perhaps not so much that they intensify the theodicy question

about why God chooses to heal some and not others (a question sensitively responded to in

John Swinton’s chapter in this book), but rather that the rituals involved can easily become

mechanical, repetitive, and even talismanic, divorced both from well-informed theological

teaching about healing and from the context of deep and trusting prayer that—as Christian

healers of significant reputation aver—opens the space for God to be God in those who call on

him. As those experienced in this ministry testify, any false manipulation of power in this

context is an immediate sign of something being awry; any genuine manifestation of the “fruits

of the Spirit” (Gal. 5:22–26) is a sure indication of divine confirmation. Healing in its authentic

forms, then, always involves a narrative embedded in a realm of moral and religious meaning,

and should be founded in spiritual practices of some depth and demand for those exercising

ministry in this area.57What the essays in this volume cumulatively suggest in relation to the

pastoral context of healing, I believe, are at least the following lessons for pastoral practice:The

meaning-making context (biblical and theological teaching, bodily prayer and liturgical spiritual

practices, social and community relations of trust) is all-important in any event of healing; this

fact may not be explicitly or consciously expressed at the time of the healing rite itself, but it

informs all that happens and requires careful thinking and regular review. If healing rituals

become dislocated from such hermeneutics (in the wide sense explored in detail in this book),

they can easily slide toward superstitious repetitions or expectations of extrinsic

magic.Prayerful preparation and attentiveness to the mood and desires of a suffering individual

by those engaged in the healing practices (as all the thick-description examples in this book

demonstrate) are equally significant in efficacious rites of healing, as is strict professionalism in

the keeping of confidences. Healing cannot be forced on anyone who does not ask for it;58 the

danger here nowadays is often in a formulaic or overly quick imposition of certain newly

retrieved ancient practices (laying on of hands, anointing, confession: see James 5:13–16) at a

moment that may not be right for the suffering person. Prayerfulness, patience, gentleness, and

a nonjudgmental attitude are crucial in the discernment of meaning involved in any passage to

healing. Theologically speaking, these are the accompanying signs of the efficacious

secondary causation that leans on God’s primary and ever-present sustenance.Background

teaching and critical thinking about scientific, medical, and philosophical issues in relation to

spiritual healing are also, I submit, more important than is usually acknowledged in the

parochial context. Any parish will contain at least some people who are initially skeptical about

healing practices, because they wish to think through the relation between what is claimed for

such practices and what is offered by clinical medicine and scientific explanation in

comparison. Others, perhaps less skeptical, will nonetheless welcome the chance to reflect on

the profound theological and philosophical issues that are raised by prayers for healing.

Sensitive and well-informed teaching in these areas is thus an invaluable background

accompaniment to the healing practices themselves and need in no way abrogate the

mysterious and prayerful nature of the interactions of healing itself. But it will also in some

important respects (indirectly) affect the tenor of the healing rite, the attitude and expectations

of the healers, and the care of the suffering person. For the crucial questions always press

implicitly on that person, at the moment of acutest distress: should she accept each and every



medical treatment offered? Is all her hope for recovery founded in the scientific or medical

world? What exactly is she expecting of God, in contrast? This book has been designed to help

with various dimensions of these big questions.The most profound healing at the end of life

may well come with the acceptance of death in the face of a medical megalith that often

refuses and denies it; if so, the meaning one has made of one’s life in relation to God will here

reach its greatest crisis and final climax. Preparing for this eventuality earlier in life, difficult as

this is, is thus what is crucially important in the spiritual development of all Christians and, in

particular, should be part of the theological training of all those involved in any serious

commitment to spiritual healing. In short, theological training in memento mori is an

unavoidable part of the final ars moriendi.59We return, therefore, at the end of this

introduction, to the core themes with which we opened it. In the context of the Western cultural

contradictions over health and suffering that we have explored at some length in this

introduction, the phenomenon of spiritual healing is at base a manifestation that calls forth a

world of value. The question for any sufferer, therefore, is what values are finally at stake; and

despite all the mystery that enshrines any event of spiritual healing we may encounter, this is a

question that requires the taking of thought at many different levels of reflection. This book is

designed to help the reader in that quest.Editor’s note: The final proofs for this volume were

reviewed in June/July 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic and the national demonstrations in

the United States against racial injustice. The subject of the hermeneutics of healing and the

(related) hermeneutics of injustice seems now more pressing than ever; and the editor hopes

and prays that this book may contribute in some small way to ameliorative reflection on what

deeply troubles this nation and the world about us.—SC1. See especially Howard L. Fields’s

contribution in this book (chapter 4), and also his important earlier companion essay, “Setting

the Stage for Pain: Allegorical Tales from Neuroscience,” in Pain and Its Transformations: The

Interface of Biology and Culture, ed. Sarah Coakley and Kay Kaufman Shelemay (Cambridge,

MA: Harvard University Press, 2007), 36–61.2. See Anne Harrington’s work in this volume

(chapter 6), and more fully in Anne Harrington, ed., The Placebo Effect: An Interdisciplinary

Exploration (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997). As we shall note later in this

introduction, and as Harrington herself discusses, the term placebo can cover a confusingly

wide variety of phenomena, from its technical meaning as an inert pill to the confidence

instilled in a patient by an attentive and sympathetic medical practitioner.3. This issue is

discussed variously in this book by Howard L. Fields (chapter 4), who mentions the

presumption in the scientific world that a nonempirical cause would be considered only if all

other possibilities of explanation had been exhausted; by Anne Harrington (chapter 6), who

contests this view and describes it as manifesting an unfortunate “eliminative logic”; and by

Philip Clayton (chapter 7), who provides a sustained discussion of how to adjudicate between

the various “metaphysical” claims that are raised by the phenomenon of spiritual healing.4.

This issue is discussed illuminatingly by Philip Clayton (chapter 7). I engage his views and offer

a further alternative in the section below entitled “The Texture of Theological Accounts of

Spiritual Healing.”5. This is sometimes called the “combat” model of the relation of science and

theology, and is critiqued by a number of contributors in this book, including Anne Harrington in

her discussion of medical “prayer experiments” (chapter 6). It is, however, an irony that the

official Roman Catholic view on miracles explicitly leans on this same modernistic presumption

that an event can be termed miraculous only if all other medical and scientific explanations

have failed: see the discussion by Emma Anderson (chapter 2), pp. 54–56.6. Philosophy of

mind issues therefore cannot be avoided in this discussion either, and indeed in medical

research more generally: see Philip Clayton (chapter 7), who also reflects in detail on the mind/



body distinction and provides a range of different possible contemporary positions that may be

taken on the philosophy of mind issue.7. These include the historians Emma Anderson and

Heather D. Curtis (chapters 2 and 3), the neuroscientist Howard L. Fields (chapter 4), the

neuroscientist/psychologist Malcolm Jeeves (chapter 5), the historian of science Anne

Harrington (chapter 6), and the anthropologist Thomas Csordas (chapter 9). Philip Clayton’s

work (chapter 7) is in contrast particularly concerned with how legitimately to move from

“spiritual dimensions of healing” to claims for “spiritual [sc. divine] healing” per se.8. Indeed,

almost entirely eschewed, under editorial caution!9. See, for example, 1 Cor. 2:13–15; 3:1; and

Paul’s contentful teaching on the “law of the Spirit” (in which all Christians are pneumatikoi in

virtue of their baptism), in Rom. 8:2–17.10. A useful note on the history and meanings of the

term spirituality appears in the preface of Cheslyn Jones, Geoffrey Wainwright, Edward

Yarnold, SJ, eds., The Study of Spirituality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), xxii–xxvi.

Simon Tugwell, Ways of Imperfection: Exploration of Christian Spirituality (Springfield, IL:

Templegate Books, 1985), tells the history of Christian spirituality in a way precisely resistant to

the commodification and elitism associated with the word spirituality becoming a noun from the

Counter-Reformation period onward.11. On this phenomenon, see especially Paul Heelas and

Linda Woodhead, with Benjamin Seel, Bronislaw Szerszynski, and Karin Tusting, The Spiritual

Revolution: Why Religion Is Giving Way to Spirituality (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005); and Paul

Heelas, ed., Spirituality in the Modern World: Within Religious Tradition and Beyond (London:

Routledge, 2011). An instructive comparison of these studies with one in a North American

(and historic New England) guise may be found in Courtney Bender, The New Metaphysicals:

Spirituality and the American Imagination (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010).12.

See Stephen R. L. Clark’s discussion (chapter 8), pp. 154–60.13. A comparison with Fraser

Watts, ed., Spiritual Healing: Scientific and Religious Perspectives (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2011), 1–16, may be useful here in charting how different definitions of

spiritual healing may variously be generated in parallel literature. Watts’s first definition is “1.

Healing in which spiritual practices play a role,” and deliberately includes any such

“practices” (not limiting them to Christianity). His other two definitions are roughly equivalent to

the two I have rehearsed here, that is, “2. Healing in which spiritual aspects of the human are

presumed to be involved”; and “3. Healing that is explained in terms of what are presumed to

be spiritual processes” (p. 1). In effect, I have, in my own semantic analysis, included Watts’s

first definition within his second one; but like Watts, I see no reason why spiritual healing in this

human sense should be restricted to those within classical religious traditions.14. This is an

illuminating term coined by the American sociologist Daniel Bell; see his renowned volume,

The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism (New York: Basic, 1976).15. The work of David M.

Eisenberg at Harvard Medical School has been particularly important in instigating research on

the efficacy of Chinese medicine (including acupuncture) according to exacting biomedical

standards; see Craig Lambert’s article on Eisenberg’s work, “The New Ancient Trend in

Medicine: Scientific Scrutiny of ‘Alternative’ Therapies,” Harvard Magazine (March–April 2002):

46–49, 99–101; and Eisenberg’s publications, listed in the U. S. National Library of

Medicine, .16. Recent web-based information on the phenomenon of spending on alternative

health therapies appears in Katherine Derla, “Americans Spend Billions on Alternative

Medicine but Treatments Not Covered by Health Insurance,” Tech Times, June 23, 2016, . She

points out that even those who are not insured medically are happy to spend significant funds

on alternative medicines. In contrast, the money spent on standard clinical medical treatments

in the United States is concentrated in a very small percentage of the population. See Bradley

Sawyer and Gary Claxton (for the Kaiser Family Foundation), “How Do Health Expenditures



Vary Across the Population?,” Health System Tracker, January 16, 2019, . I am grateful to Edith

Coakley Stowe for professional assistance in charting this information, which does of course

change from year to year.17. My own experience as a hospital chaplain trainee in a

Massachusetts Roman Catholic hospital (2000–2001) might be cited here by way of vignette.

Chaplain interns such as myself (as opposed to Roman Catholic priests or nuns) were issued

badges labeling us suppliers of “Spiritual Services,” a nomenclature that in turn gave rise to an

astonishing range of surprising conversations with those otherwise presumed to be traditional

Roman Catholics. For a fascinating social-science account of how religious belief (and

sometimes loss or lack of belief ) plays out unexpectedly in hospital conditions of crisis, see

Wendy Cadge, Paging God: Religion in the Halls of Medicine (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 2012).18. See Clayton’s discussion of this issue (chapter 7), pp. 134–36.19. See Jeffrey

P. Bishop’s searing analysis of the paradoxes of clinical medicine’s attempt to reduce the body

to inert flesh: The Anticipatory Corpse: Medicine, Power, and the Care of the Dying (Notre

Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2011).20. I discussed these cultural issues at some

length in the introduction to my earlier volume, Sarah Coakley, ed., Religion and the Body

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 1–12, esp. 7. It is ironic that the objectification

of the body, and the desire to control it from some other site, is as deeply engrained in lay

Western consciousness as it is in the medical profession, where the doctor’s attempt at

mechanistic control of the body is both a core feature of the profession, and yet one often

found distressing to the patient when it is not accompanied by empathy. For a sensitive

discussion of this problem by an Anglican priest experienced in spiritual-healing practices, see

Stephen Parsons, Searching for Healing: Making Sense of the Many Paths to Wholeness

(Oxford: Lion, 1995), ch. 1.21. Recent publications that witness to this trend include Joan D.

Koss-Chioino and Philip Hefner, eds., Spiritual Transformation and Healing: Anthropological,

Theological, Neuroscientific, and Clinical Perspectives (Lanham, MD: AltaMira, 2006); the

already mentioned Watts, Spiritual Healing; Harold G. Koenig, Spirituality and Health

Research: Methods, Measurements, Statistics, and Resources (Philadelphia: Templeton,

2011); and Christopher Cook, ed., Spirituality, Theology and Mental Health: Interdisciplinary

Perspectives (London: SCM, 2013).22. Explanation and discussion of this crucial

neuroscientific phenomenon, and its meaning, appears in this volume in the chapters by

Howard L. Fields (chapter 4) and Malcolm Jeeves (chapter 5). As Philip Clayton (chapter 7, pp.

146–47) sagely comments later, however, the nomenclature of “top-down” and “bottom-up” in

scientific discussion has more than one application and important elements of philosophical

ambiguity; for clarification, see the special journal issue, George F. R. Ellis, Dennis Noble, and

Timothy O’Connor, eds., “Top-Down Causation,” Interface Focus (February 2012); and in more

detail, George F. R. Ellis, How Can Physics Underlie the Mind? Top-Down Causation in the

Human Context (Berlin: Springer, 2016).23. This is, of course, a misnomer, given the

understanding we now have of the intricate mechanisms of the experience of pain: all felt pain

is pain. See Coakley and Shelemay, Pain and Its Transformations, esp. 242–44.24. This begins

to explain how certain forms of physical illness particularly subject to intensification by anxiety

(for example, heart disease, chronic problems with the immune system) may also be

remarkably improved in some circumstances by the alleviation of fear, loneliness, and distress;

see Watts, Spiritual Healing, esp. 132–33, on the developing field of “psychoneuroimmunology

(PNI).”
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